Growing the Field of Health Impact Assessment in the United States: An Agenda for Research and Practice

Health impact assessment (HIA) methods are used to evaluate the impact on health of policies and projects in community design, transportation planning, and other areas outside traditional public health concerns. At an October 2004 workshop, domestic and international experts explored issues associated with advancing the use of HIA methods by local health departments, planning commissions, and other decisionmakers in the United States.

Workshop participants recommended conducting pilot tests of existing HIA tools, developing a database of health impacts of common projects and policies, developing resources for HIA use, building workforce capacity to conduct HIAs, and evaluating HIAs. HIA methods can influence decisionmakers to adjust policies and projects to maximize benefits and minimize harm to the public’s health. (Am J Public Health. 2006;96:262–270. doi:10.2105/AJPH.2005.069880)

IN RECENT YEARS, AWARENESS that community design, land use, transportation systems, and other environmental and social factors affect the health of the public has increased. But few health officials or urban planners have training or experience in each other’s fields.

A health impact assessment (HIA) is commonly defined as “a combination of procedures, methods, and tools by which a policy, program, or project may be judged in terms of its potential effects on the health of a population, and the distribution of those effects within the population.” An HIA can be used to improve communication between local health departments and community decisionmakers, enabling the latter to consider improved designs to favor health promotion or minimize adverse effects on health. For example, an HIA of a proposed airport in England focused on noise, air pollution, traffic congestion, and local employment and led to health-promoting changes in the developer’s plans.

The development of HIAs in recent years has grown in part out of assessments of the environmental and social impacts of large projects. Environmental impact assessments (EIAs) focus on air and water quality and other environmental consequences of proposals with little attention to health impacts. HIAs and EIAs both promote public accountability for the consequences of decisions that affect communities; they differ in the scope of impacts analyzed and the implementation process.

Interest in HIA at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) developed out of discussions at a 2002 workshop that led to a research agenda on issues to advance the field of public health in relation to community design. Numerous HIAs have been conducted in Europe and elsewhere, but few have been done in the United States.

In October 2004, the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and CDC hosted discussions about HIA with invited experts at a 2-day workshop in Princeton, NJ. The workshop objectives were to explore key research questions regarding HIA methods and to advance the development of HIA instruments for use by community decisionmakers in the United States. Five workshop participants from the United Kingdom, Canada, and the World Health Organization had extensive expertise with HIA. US participants came from local health departments; transportation, environmental health, and urban planning groups; academia; the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation; and the CDC.

Before the workshop, a planning committee developed a set of research questions regarding HIA methods. The workshop invitees helped revise these questions and then provided brief answers to the 12 questions that were used to initiate the discussions at the workshop. Although not representing a consensus of all persons involved, this article includes ideas from workshop participants and other interested individuals listed in the acknowledgments. Key findings and recommendations for further research from the workshop are summarized in the box on page 263.

EXISTING HIA TOOLS AND METHODS

Steps to conduct an HIA include screening to identify projects or policies for which an HIA would be useful; scoping to identify which health impacts should be assessed and which populations are affected; assessing the magnitude, direction, and certainty of health impacts; reporting of results to decisionmakers; and evaluating the impact of the HIA on the decisionmaking process. Many existing HIA methods and instruments are ready for pilot testing in the United States. Some HIA approaches focus on biomedical health outcomes (e.g., cardiorespiratory disease), some define health holistically to include social, economic, and environmental conditions, and others focus specifically on the equity impacts of policies and projects. HIA instruments range
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### Summary of Key Findings and Research Needs to Advance the Field of Health Impact Assessment (HIA) in the United States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Findings</th>
<th>Research Needs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Existing HIA tools and methods** | • Review existing HIA tools and methods  
• Conduct HIA pilot tests in United States  
• Perform more systematic reviews of evidence used in HIAs in nonhealth sectors (e.g., housing, transportation) |
| • Some biomedical in scope, some more social/holistic; range from checklists to multistep processes  
• Numerous HIA tools and methods exist; no single tool is best  
• Some local health departments in United States now ready to do HIA pilot tests |  |
| **Context for HIA use: projects and policies** | • Develop social marketing strategy for improved visibility of public health in nonhealth sectors  
• Identify HIA methods best suited for evaluating specific types of projects and policies |
| • Projects are part of continuum within policies  
• HIAs of place-based projects may have better defined target populations and activities, more readily involve stakeholders, and have shorter time frame  
• HIAs of policies may have broader scope of potential impacts, take more time, affect more people, involve more stakeholders, and be more complex |  |
| **Resource needs and limitations of HIAs** | • Improve communication tools to inform decisionmakers about HIAs  
• Develop guidelines for selecting appropriate HIA tool based on context and resources available  
• Develop tool to estimate resource needs to conduct HIAs in US health departments |
| • Need trained staff, time, and other resources to do HIAs  
• Demand for HIA affected by political context and severity of health outcomes of project or policy  
• Need political support and champions to build support for HIAs |  |
| **HIA measures and HIA resource database** | • Improve quantification of effects of changes in social determinants of health, such as specific health impacts of changes in housing, income, transportation, or access to recreation  
• Build and maintain database that includes inventory of HIA tools, guide to choice of HIA tools, systematic reviews of health impacts for range of policies and projects, links to completed HIAs, lists of HIA experts, and user-friendly search capacity  
• Consolidate existing HIA glossaries to reach common terminology |
| • Existing tools (e.g., geographic information systems) may be useful for conducting HIAs  
• Consensus on high value of HIA database and need for substantial resources to build and maintain it  
• Existing HIA Web sites from England (http://www.publichealth.nice.org.uk/page.aspx?o=HIAGateway) and UCLA (http://www.ph.ucla.edu/hs/health-impact) are good starts |  |
| **International HIA experience** | • Examine how HIA achieved current levels of support and legitimacy in Europe and elsewhere to try to achieve similar levels in United States |
| • HIA tools and methods from Europe and elsewhere should be adaptable for US use  
• European Strategic Environmental Assessment framework incorporates assessment of health impacts  
• Private sector plays more of role in project development in United States than in Europe |  |
| **Voluntary vs regulatory HIA process** | • Perform voluntary HIA pilot tests in United States to establish credibility and usefulness of HIAs before considering regulatory approach  
• Develop links of health impacts to overall planning processes |
| • HIAs as regulatory process may ensure legitimacy and build constituency  
• Existing EIA laws may now allow but not require HIA; Canada and other countries have integrated EIA and HIA processes successfully  
• Barriers to adding HIA to existing regulatory EIA processes include adequacy of HIA predictions in litigious EIA environment, political and legal challenges to changing EIA practices, and need for resources |  

*Continued*
**Summary—Continued**

### HIA community involvement and environmental justice

- Community involvement promotes environmental justice and social equity, helps identify locally relevant issues, aids community empowerment, and improves transparency of decisionmaking
- Community involvement requires time and resources and may delay completion of HIA
- Local health disparities data may not be available

### Timing and governance of HIA process

- HIA best done as early as practical in decision process during window of opportunity for usefulness
- Participants in HIA process and interactions with decisionmakers vary by organization and topic
- Planners can use HIA to educate public health officials about constraints in planning

### Training public health professionals in HIA

- HIA courses are well established in Europe
- Public health officials now have many of the necessary skills but need some additional training to conduct HIAs
- Public health officials presenting HIA results need to be credible and knowledgeable to influence decisionmakers

### Training planners and decisionmakers in HIA

- Need to target decisionmakers who can use HIA results
- Need to consider methods to incorporate health into formal decisionmaking processes so that health officials will be at table

### Evaluation of HIAs

- Major forms are process evaluation of HIA steps done, impact evaluation of effect of HIA on project or policy, and outcome evaluation of actual health impacts compared with those predicted
- Useful to evaluate stakeholder involvement
- Some HIA evaluations have been completed, but comparisons of HIAs are difficult because of variability in reporting

### Communicating findings of HIAs

- Potential audiences include planners, politicians, project developers, health agencies, media, community stakeholders, and academics
- Nontechnical report, needed for political decisionmakers, community stakeholders, and lay audiences, should include background, health impact findings, and recommendations
- Report for technically trained audience should include executive summary, scoping, literature review, assumptions, major health impact findings, sensitivity analyses, levels of uncertainty, discrepant views, and recommendations

- Develop guidelines and identify best practices to facilitate community involvement
- Train HIA practitioners in skills for community involvement such as cultural sensitivity and accountable listening
- Develop model timelines for HIA process
- Develop model agreement for governance of HIA conduct
- Explore potential for various groups to take lead on conducting HIAs, such as health officers, academics, and consultants
- Adapt existing and develop new HIA training resources for use in United States (e.g., guides, courses, Web sites, case studies, core curriculum, distance learning)
- Train multidisciplinary teams in HIA skills
- Educate community stakeholders about HIA process to increase HIA usefulness
- Develop briefings, seminars, short courses, and case studies about HIA for planners and decisionmakers
- Create media attention to HIA process
- Develop incentives for HIA use, such as involving decisionmakers in HIA process, promoting HIA as part of improved policymaking, and motivating communities to ask for HIA process
- Conduct further HIA evaluations
- Develop practical criteria for process, impact, and outcome evaluations of HIAs
- Develop staff capacity to conduct evaluations of HIAs
- Develop guidelines for HIA reporting formats to facilitate later comparisons and evaluation
- Create model HIA reports that can be used to educate decisionmakers about HIAs

---

from simple checklists23 to complex collaborative processes.24

For a given project or policy, the choice of method depends on purposes of the HIA and available time and resources. A review of available HIA instruments is currently under way (Mindell J, MBBS, PhD, FFPH, e-mail communication, September 6, 2005). Guidelines for selecting the best HIA method for various types of projects and policies and systematic reviews of the evidence used in existing HIAs are needed. A few local health departments (e.g., San Francisco,25,26 and Los Angeles) now conduct HIAs; others have discussed with CDC staff a willingness to conduct HIAs when resources become available. HIA pilot tests could provide information on the usefulness of HIA methods in US settings, the availability of needed health impact data, and the acceptability of the process to local decisionmakers.

**CONTEXT FOR HIA USE: PROJECTS AND POLICIES**

The methods for conducting HIAs are similar for place-based projects (e.g., new residential developments), public policies (e.g., subsidized mortgages), and planning processes (e.g., transit system expansions). HIAs may include both policy and project components, such as zoning revisions needed to allow smart growth communities to be built. Although policies may have substantial impacts on public health, imprecise policy wording or inconsistent implementation (e.g., frequent use of variances) can make it difficult to define and quantify changes in associated health outcomes. Projects typically affect geographic regions and populations for which it is easier to define potential health outcomes, identify stakeholders, and collect baseline data.

Health-related data may not be available for a small geographic region affected by a project or may represent a population different from the specific population affected by the project. The available evidence for a health impact (e.g., predicted trail use) may relate to a population ethnically different from the one impacted by a project. Results of HIAs of projects may need to be disseminated to smaller but more intensely interested groups of stakeholders concerned about their neighborhoods than results of HIAs of policies do.

**RESOURCE NEEDS AND LIMITATIONS**

Resource needs for HIAs vary by scope, depth of analysis, time available, and processes employed. For example, city council questions about a proposed policy may require a quick answer, using readily available evidence and expert opinion but with little stakeholder input or detailed data analysis. In contrast, an HIA conducted in parallel with a city planning process could include more impacts and more extensive literature review, data analysis, and stakeholder participation. An HIA on 1 specific policy or project may require fewer resources than a request to compare options to achieve a specific policy goal (e.g., reduced obesity, increased community walkability), particularly if the issue is controversial.

HIA resource needs are also influenced by the processes chosen. A mandatory HIA with defined minimum scope of impacts, rules for evidence, and procedures for community participation can require more resources than a voluntary HIA. Decisions to collect original data or hold stakeholder meetings have resource implications. HIA time and cost are also determined by analysts’ experience and the availability of prior similar HIAs.27 Whether health department staff, consultants, academics, or others are best situated to conduct HIAs depends on circumstances.

All HIAs have limitations. The quality of evidence connecting policies and projects to changes in environmental and social conditions may be strong or weak. Similarly, the causal link between such conditions and health outcomes may or may not be supported by strong scientific evidence. Some causal links are relatively clear (e.g., traffic congestion, air pollution, and respiratory disease), whereas others are difficult to document (e.g., airport noise, disturbed sleep, and physical illness).29 For a place-based HIA, the outcome may balance the best available science, competing societal objectives, and local political considerations. Overall, HIA value is determined by timeliness, completeness, and decisionmaker interest.

**HIA MEASURES NEEDED AND POTENTIAL FOR AN HIA DATABASE**

Measures to assess health impacts may be derived from knowledge of determinants of health (e.g., income or housing quality), from existing methods used in the natural and social sciences, or from measures identified through a community participatory process.30-33 Geographic information systems and health surveillance systems are useful for many HIAs. Gaps in the evidence both between proposals and determinants of health and between determinants and health outcomes may limit the precision of many assessments. For example, the relation between income and health is well documented, but the impact on health of interventions designed to increase income is difficult to quantify.26,27

HIA practitioners would benefit from the creation of a single easily accessible source of information about HIAs. Such a searchable database should contain an inventory of HIA tools, guidelines for choosing HIA tools, systematic reviews of health impacts for a range of policies and projects, links to completed HIAs on numerous topics, and lists of HIA experts. For example, it should contain reviews of quantitative evidence (exposure–effect estimates) of health impacts for specific projects when such exists31 and of qualitative evidence when quantitative data are lacking. Many such reviews need to be developed.32 The maintenance of such a database requires ongoing resources. The English HIA Gateway Web site is an excellent start for developing a more extensive database.

**ADAPTING INTERNATIONAL HIA EXPERIENCE FOR USE IN THE UNITED STATES**

Numerous HIAs have been conducted in Europe, Canada, and elsewhere in recent years, both linked to EIAs or as independent processes.33 Europe is a leader in adopting HIAs to encourage sustainable
decisionmaking, both within and between its borders. The European strategic environmental assessment framework includes evaluation of health impacts of policies, plans, and programs across different sectors;[34–36] in Canada some HIAs are done within a strategic environmental assessment process under a cabinet directive. Australia, New Zealand, Thailand, and Canada have integrated HIA into project-specific EIA legislation.[37–39]

On the basis of HIA experience elsewhere, barriers to HIA use in the United States include the lack of domestic experience and the need for tools, documentation, training, and resources. HIA practitioners need better health information systems, knowledge of health impacts, and access to previous HIAs as models. Decisionmakers need clear information on the kinds of health impacts expected and measures to alleviate these impacts. Practical HIA guides developed in Europe and elsewhere could be adapted for use in the United States.[11,20,40,41]

VOLUNTARY VS REGULATORY PROCESS

Whether HIA should be integrated into existing regulatory EIA practices or should be conducted on a separate voluntary or regulatory basis is an important issue. In the United States, the National Environmental Policy Act allows the assessment of health impacts within the EIA process in the context of physical environmental changes.[8,42,43] Some state laws (e.g., California[14]) require the analysis of adverse impacts on humans resulting from such physical environmental changes. In practice, such assessments are usually limited to physical and chemical hazards (e.g., pollution of water may lead to gastrointestinal illness) and exclude sociobehavioral factors not mediated by toxicological mechanisms (e.g., construction of walking trails may lead to increased physical activity).[13,45,46]

As a model for HIA, EIA includes rules for process transparency, quality of evidence, public participation, and accountability and may require examination of strategies to mitigate environmental impacts. Conducting an HIA through an existing regulatory process may help build constituency and ensure legitimacy.

Several obstacles may prevent adding health impacts to existing EIA procedures in the United States. Laws or regulations that broaden the required scope of EIAs would face political and legal challenges. Some HIA predictions (e.g., the associations between sidewalks, walking, obesity, and heart disease) are insufficiently robust to withstand the litigious environment of EIA practice. Quantitative modeling of some HIA outcomes (e.g., mental health) is more difficult than modeling of EIA outcomes (e.g., air pollution). Changes in practices may have limited support from regulatory officials who oversee EIAs. Finally, conducting an HIA within the EIA process would require funding.

Using HIA on a voluntary basis to further develop methods and demonstrate its value seems most practical in the United States at this time. Where legal language is permissive, an HIA may be done voluntarily within an EIA if requested by a decisionmaker or a community. Guidance on including health in environmental assessments is available from the World Bank and other sources.[20,47]

ROLE OF COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE

HIA processes in many countries incorporate active participation of interested stakeholders.[18–50] Advantages of such participation include promoting social equity and environmental justice,[52,53] identifying locally relevant issues, improving transparency of decisionmaking, providing information for estimating or mitigating impacts, and facilitating community empowerment. Local participants also may help promote HIA recommendations to decisionmakers.

Community participants may be individuals or representatives of organizations, such as service providers, business or neighborhood associations, or advocacy groups. Meaningful participation in public agency decisionmaking may be difficult for persons with limited economic or political resources. Persons conducting HIAs need skills such as cultural sensitivity, accountable listening, and respect for community experience and should ensure that community participants understand the objectives of the process and their roles. Such roles could range from providing input for consideration to having a vote in the decision. The level of community participation may be influenced by the importance of the issue, scope of the assessment, and time and resource availability. Decisionmakers may need to judge the significance of information provided by community participants, such as a claim that a new trail would attract crime in the absence of evidence of crime near other trails.

Some HIA practitioners believe HIAs are incomplete without community stakeholder input. For an HIA of a policy affecting a large population, extensive participation is often appropriate, involving an advisory board that includes stakeholders and is empowered with oversight, direction of the assessment, and communication of its findings. Community involvement in HIAs may be integrated into other community input processes. For an HIA needed promptly to influence a decision, community involvement may not be feasible.[57] Existing literature on community involvement in HIAs describes diverse approaches and their impacts in various settings.[54,56] Best practices are needed.

TIMING AND GOVERNANCE OF HIA PROCESS

The timing of an HIA affects the likelihood of influencing decisionmakers. An HIA early in the decisionmaking process enables greater involvement and buy-in of decisionmakers and stakeholders. The time available influences the depth and breadth of the HIA.[58] In this article, the term HIA refers to a prospective process. Opinion is divided on whether concurrent and retrospective assessments of projects and policies should be considered HIAs.[59] As with evaluation processes, nonprospective activities can influence a decisionmaker to modify a project only after the project has started.

HIA practitioners and decisionmakers should work together throughout the assessment process. Input from decisionmakers enhances understanding of the proposal and the scope for change; their involvement
increases their “ownership” of the HIA activity and likelihood of accepting subsequent recommendations. HIAs can be used to educate health officials about planning constraints and planners about the health effects of their decisions.65,66

Close involvement with decision-makers, who may strongly support or oppose a proposal, could compromise the independence of the HIA. To help maintain credibility, decisionmakers and health impact assessors should have a written agreement defining the scope, governance, products, use, and dissemination of the HIA. Integrity of the HIA process is enhanced by adherence to the values of transparency, democracy, equity, sustainability, and the ethical use of evidence described in the Gothenburg and Merseyside guidelines.5,52

HIA CAPACITY BUILDING

Training of Public Health Professionals

Training of public health professionals is needed to build capacity to conduct HIAs. To influence decisionmakers, HIA professionals should be credible and knowledgeable. A training curriculum should include skills to understand the HIA process, identify stakeholders, analyze policies, identify and quantify health impacts, communicate results, and understand land use and transportation planning.63 Although public health officials already possess many of these skills, the introduction of HIA requires training and continuing education of multidisciplinary teams including other public officials, planners, social scientists, epidemiologists, economists, and environmental health specialists. Training community stakeholders to provide informed input is also useful.

To build capacity, training opportunities should be developed, such as school of public health courses, state-level workshops, and distance learning modules.64 Various HIA training materials and case studies are available online.59 In-depth training courses have been developed by the University of Liverpool, the London Health Observatory, and the World Health Organization.65–67 Existing European training materials can be adapted for use in US communities. As demand increases, development of “train the trainer” courses would be valuable.68 A certification process for HIA practitioners should be considered, similar to that for environmental professionals.69

Training of Planners and Decisionmakers

Planners and decisionmakers would be more likely to request and use HIA processes if trained to understand their value. Existing training materials, such as the University of Birmingham manual50 and others on the HIA Gateway Web site,30 cover the basics of HIA methods well and could be revised to incorporate examples from US communities. HIA seminars, briefings, short courses, case studies, and primers could be offered by national and state planning, public health, and environmental organizations.

HIA training for planners and decisionmakers should be interdisciplinary, problem-based, and not overly technical. Joint training programs could be established in which health professionals, planners, decisionmakers, and interested public participants could learn together. Familiarity with HIA basics would be enhanced if taught routinely in all schools of planning and of public health. Further work is needed to develop incentives to conduct HIAs so planners, decisionmakers, and communities will request health impact information as part of their decision-making processes. For example, the value of HIA for improving decisionmaking processes needs to be better documented.

EVALUATION OF HEALTH IMPACT ASSESSMENTS

Evaluation of HIA effectiveness is important to advance the field, demonstrate value, document influence on decisions, improve quality, facilitate training, enhance institutional relationships, raise awareness of health impacts for decisionmakers, and examine adherence of processes to underlying values.5 Three types of HIA evaluation have been described.60 Process evaluation examines how the steps of the HIA process were done. Impact evaluation assesses the effect on decisions made; documenting the cause and effect of observed changes can be difficult.71 Outcome evaluation compares the health outcomes after implementation with those predicted by the HIA and may be complicated by differences between the initial proposal and subsequent implementation.

Most published HIAs are the reports presented to decisionmakers90 and lack documentation of subsequent outcomes.72 Some process66,69,73,74 and impact71 evaluations have been conducted; most found positive benefits of HIAs.73,76 Ideally, process evaluations should be done on all HIAs, and impact and outcome evaluations done where resources permit. A set of standards for the conduct and evaluation of HIAs would be useful. Despite methodological problems, outcome evaluations of recent HIAs could be conducted now. Criteria for evaluating HIAs have been developed.77

Evaluating HIA as a field requires the synthesis of evaluations of individual HIAs. Long-term evaluations should consider the cumulative effects of HIAs on planning processes. One impact of the EIA process may be its influence over time in encouraging developers to propose more environmentally sound projects.78

COMMUNICATING FINDINGS OF AN HIA

To have an impact, HIA findings must be communicated to decisionmakers who require concise, synthesized information presented in a compelling fashion. Other interested audiences include community members, advocacy organizations, journalists, and public health professionals. In addition to study results, an HIA report in the United States should communicate the aims, rationale, and validity of HIA methods in general. HIA reports should be based on quantitative and qualitative analyses. Consensus standards for evidence would support the legitimacy of HIAs.32 For political decisionmakers and community stakeholders, a nontechnical HIA report should include background, methods, health impact findings, and recommendations. For technically trained audiences, the report should include an executive summary, the scope of health impacts considered, a logic framework showing possible links between the proposal and health impacts,14,29 a literature review, analytic methods and assumptions,
sensitivity analyses for quantitative results, discussion of analytic uncertainties, discrepant views, trade-offs, health equity issues, and recommendations for proposal changes to maximize positive and minimize negative health impacts. Development of HIA report format guidelines would improve communication to various audiences and facilitate evaluation of HIA analyses. 

CONCLUSIONS

There is substantial potential to improve public health by bringing decisionmakers’ attention to the health consequences of their actions; city councilpersons, zoning commissioners, and other decisionmakers typically have little background in health. HIA is a new tool that could be valuable to improve communication between these decisionmakers and their local health departments.

Sufficient experience has accumulated in Europe, Canada, and elsewhere to demonstrate that HIAs can be a useful tool for advancing public health objectives. There was a clear consensus among the October 2004 Princeton workshop participants that now is the opportune time to move forward on the development and use of HIA methods in the United States.

One high priority is to conduct voluntary pilot tests of existing HIA methods to examine their usefulness in US settings and to educate planners, developers, health agencies, community advocates, and the media about the value of HIAs. Another priority is to develop training courses and materials to enable public health officials to conduct HIAs; such training materials can be adapted from those developed in Europe and elsewhere. Other priorities include developing a database for measuring health impacts of common projects and policies, and conducting process, impact, and outcome evaluations of HIAs.

The potential value of HIA methods was recognized at a 2002 conference in Boston. Participants at that conference also examined difficulties in HIA processes such as establishing an adequate theoretical framework, working with health impacts that are difficult to quantify, balancing health impacts with other societal outcomes in decisionmaking processes, and ensuring that HIAs add value rather than barriers to decisionmaking processes. These concerns should be addressed when HIA pilot studies are conducted.

After numerous publications in Europe, papers and presentations about HIA are beginning to appear in the American public health literature, and at national planning and public health conferences. The next steps to move the field forward in the United States have been identified. We believe planners and public health leaders should begin now to tap into the potential of HIA processes to improve the health of our communities.
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